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๏point of departure: specifications


๏ long service lifetime


๏ safe = fire resistant 


๏ operationally flexible


๏ super low price point

stationary storage at massive scale:

}



Research Paradigm Shift: 
Cost-informed Discovery 
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๏ confine chemistry to earth-abundant elements

๏      to make it dirt cheap, make it out of dirt!

๏ and make it easy to manufacture

the path forward for storage

 
            preferably local dirt

 design at the discovery stage 



๏ disregard the experts: look outside the field for inspiration


๏ marvel at the economy of scale of modern electrometallurgy:  
    aluminium smelter  

inventing a colossal cheap storage device 
     pose the right question



a modern aluminium smelter
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15 m × 3 m × 1 km × 800 mA/cm2
photo credit: “Phase II Makes Alouette the Largest Primary Aluminium Producer in the Americas,” Light Metal Age, February 2006.



  
 
 dirt to metal  <  $1.00 / kg

inventing a colossal cheap storage device 
     pose the right question



a modern aluminium smelter
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15 m × 3 m × 1 km × 800 mA/cm2
photo credit: “Phase II Makes Alouette the Largest Primary Aluminium Producer in the Americas,” Light Metal Age, February 2006.
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molten salt electrolyte

liquid magnesium

liquid antimony

the invention 
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molten salt electrolyte

liquid magnesium

liquid antimony
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molten salt electrolyte

liquid magnesium

liquid antimony

on charge: electrorefine Mg out of  Sb



negative electrode 
     electropositive

positive electrode 
     electronegative

www.permacharts.com

Liquid metal battery: a platform technology 

http://www.permacharts.com


anti-experts, not experts, changing the world



liquid metal battery progress report

 liquid metal battery works:  

 over 1500 cells tested 

 many chemistries: metal alloys & salt solutions  

 < $50/kWh for electrodes + electrolyte



 series A funding from  

startup time:
๏ Ortiz, Bradwell, Sadoway


 Liquid Metal Battery Corporation established in 2010! 

 

CAmbridgenew name:   Ambri

Bill Gates

science in service to society
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near-zero fade < 0.00009%              (Li⎮Pb-Sb)

๏ 4.5 years at temperature  5000 cycles > “13 years”

retention of 99% initial capacity!!!



the future is not a mirror of the past

—Li-Pb-Sb—
—Li-Bi—

—Ca-Sb—



same with other chemistries            (Ca⎮Sb)



๏ 12 years old!  tough tech, not writing code!!

๏ Microsoft is the first customer

๏ expanding manufacturing facilities in Milford, MA

๏ order book exceeding $500 million

๏ JVs in India and Saudi Arabia

Ambri today


